Infinite Diversity

People from different backgrounds bring a new and fresh approach to problem solving. At Infinite we celebrate the differences.
can be employee or management initiated and approved based upon the needs of the business, clients or individuals.

5. Understanding Differences: Infinite team members must consider the needs of our global stakeholders — clients, customers, colleagues, and the communities in which we operate. Each of us must take responsibility to explore, understand and respect differences in culture, customs, time of day, holidays, language, business requirements, the personal needs of stakeholders and the impact of our decisions on business deals.

6. Focus on Results: Infinite people must focus on results, setting goals and making improvements with an eye toward providing an outstanding experience for Infinite clients and employees.

Partnerships

Supplier Diversity

Infinite recognizes that a diverse supplier base is integral to company profitability and strategic objectives — including the connection between customer satisfaction and winning in the marketplace. Infinite expands purchasing opportunities for businesses owned and operated by Underrepresented Minorities, Women, Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender (LGBT), Veterans and Service-Disabled Veterans, and People with Disabilities. Purchasing opportunities are also expanded for our non-profit organizations that hire disabled.

By building and maintaining a community of diverse suppliers, Infinite increases its opportunities to hear new ideas, apply different approaches, and gain access to additional solutions that respond to customer needs. Such collaboration helps Infinite deliver innovation, quality products, and world-class service to a growing global marketplace.

Market Development

The Market Development team increases Infinite’s mind share and market share with businesses owned by Asians, Blacks, Hispanics, Native Americans and Women in North America. We show these business owners how to accelerate the growth of their businesses by leveraging technology and business strategies and focusing Infinite’s technology and services to provide innovative solutions to their marketplace.

Focus on Results

Infinite Market Development also markets to businesses owned, led, and/or influenced by Women, in select countries globally. The influence of our Women initiatives can be seen in many countries including Argentina, Colombia, Spain, and Singapore.

Diversity partnerships

By placing great emphasis on the role of technology as a tool, Infinite is able to address crucial issues and concerns via our marketplace in a solutions driven manner. We are proud to partner with many organizations both local and global to demonstrate our ongoing commitment to all constituencies.

Cultural Adaptability and Intelligence

Every Infinite Team Member is considered a Global Infinite Team Member. That means each employee must be able to seamlessly collaborate and enable the business to share resources across borders and business units. Leading and working in multicultural teams to solve complex client problems has become the norm as Infinite people do business, around the world. Infinite sponsors an annual Cultural Intelligence Awareness Week to help increase the cultural intelligence of the entire organization—from the most senior executives to the most recently hired Infinite Team Member.

As we approach decisions and negotiations regarding expanding Infinite operations around the world, where our values are not held in the same regard, it is critical that our client teams and business leaders have appropriate dialog with those who don’t know “us” or understand how we conduct ourselves in the world of business and a global community.

Infinite will not be deterred by different cultures or beliefs but rather, we, as an organization, will act to conduct business within any country that is in concert with our global corporate values and employment policies.

Infinite’s philosophy

Infinite’s enduring commitment to diversity is one of the reasons we can credibly say that Infinite is a leading integrated enterprise. We also understand that diversity goes beyond hiring practices and protection for all employees. It also includes a focus on how those disparate pieces fit together to create an innovative, integrated whole, the “why” of this approach. Infinite’s philosophy is rooted in the belief that a diverse workforce is a competitive advantage and that the world works in an environment where diversity — including diversity of thought — is the norm, which yields a commitment to driving client innovation in every part of our business.

www.infinitecorporation.com/diversity